Tenorshare UltData Supports iOS 10.3
Very Well!
NEW YORK, N.Y., April 3, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Apple recently
announced its iOS 10.3 release and it looks like really awesome with big
features we have never heard of. However, issues always come along with
changes. Breaking: Tenorshare UltData has been improved to support iOS 10.3
and iTunes 12.6. Today, we will take a close look at this amazing data
recovery and iOS repair tool.

It’s believed that the biggest feature of new iOS should be the APFS (Apple
Files System) files and it has replaced the previous 27-year-old HFS and HFS
+ files. To meet with this innovative change, Tenorshare dedicates to develop
and improve its UltData into a higher level to better support iOS 10.3
system.
As an all-in-one program, UltData can help recover lost data after iOS 10.3
update including messages, contacts, photos, whatsapp data, etc on
iPhone/iPad/iPod. Also, it supports effectively repair iOS 10.3 update issues
like stuck in verifying update, install errors, etc.
Highlighted features of Tenorshare UltData:
1. High support of latest iOS 10.3.
2. Retrieve iPhone data lost due to upgrade failure to iOS 10.3, jailbreak or

factory setting restore;
3. Restore iOS data back to the newly-updated iDevices when iTunes got
crashed during upgrade;
4. Get back iPhone data when your device was stuck in recovery mode;
5. Save lost data from damaged, crashed, broken or smashed iPhone;
6. Three recovery modes supported: Recover data from iOS device directly or
restore files from iTunes backup file or iCloud backup if you have backed
up your data before iOS 10.3 update;
7. 12 types of iPhone files supported, such as contact, call history, text
message, note, photo, video, recording, etc.;
8. Support all iOS devices, including iPhone 7/7 plus/6s/6s plus/6/6 plus/5s.
9. Fix totally 50+ issues related to upgrade error, recovery failure or
jailbreak collapse without losing files.
Price and Availability:
Tenorshare UltData is well compatible with iOS 10.3 and iTunes 12.6 and lower
versions. It is now available in Tenorshare official website. It costs
$49.95. A trial version is available to preview the lost data.
About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is a global leader in iOS data recovery field.
Their UltData, is the most popular iOS device data recovery now. It provides
Windows and Mac based software, including data recovery, PDF tools, video
converter, system repair, system optimization, etc. For more information,
visit our website: http://www.tenorshare.com/.
*VIDEO (YouTube): https://youtu.be/IUtbUz29n6M

